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Abstract—This paper presents a collaborative reinforcement 
learning algorithm, )(λCQ , designed to accelerate learning by 
integrating a human operator into the learning process. The 

)(λCQ -learning algorithm enables collaboration of knowledge 
between the robot and a human; the human, responsible for 
remotely monitoring the robot, suggests solutions when 
intervention is required. Based on its learning performance, the 
robot switches between fully autonomous operation, and the 
integration of human commands. The )(λCQ -learning 
algorithm was tested on a Motoman UP-6 fixed-arm robot 
required to empty the contents of a suspicious bag. 
Experimental results of comparing the )(λCQ  with the 
standard )(λQ , indicated the superiority of the )(λCQ while 
achieving an improvement of 21.25% in the average reward. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ELEOPERATION is used when a task has to be 
performed in a hostile, unsafe, inaccessible or remote 

environment [1]. [2] suggest two components of a 
human-robot system when the robot is remotely located; (i) 
autonomy mode - an artificial intelligence or computer 
control of a robot that allows it to act, for a time, without 
human intervention, and (ii) Human-Robotic Interfaces 
(HRI) - software installed at the human’s location allowing 
him to perceive the world, the robot states, and send 
instructions to the robot. One of the main issues in 
task-oriented HRI is achieving the right mixture of human 
and robot autonomy [3]. [4], indicates the importance of HRI 
in meeting operators’ requirements: “an understanding of the 
human decision process should be incorporated into the 
design of human-robotic interfaces in order to support the 
process humans’ employ.” 

[5], describe a HRI that supports both adjustable autonomy 
and hierarchical task selection. With adjustable autonomy, a 
computer switches among several control modes ranging 
from full supervision to full autonomy. With hierarchical task 
selection, the interface allows an operator to easily solve a 
high-level task autonomously or else to guide a robot through 
a sequence of lower-level subtasks that may or may not 
involve autonomous control. [6], 2005 define sliding scale 
autonomy as the ability to create new levels of autonomy 
between existing, pre-programmed autonomy levels. The 
suggested sliding scale autonomy system shows the ability to 
dynamically combine human and robot inputs, using a small 
set of variables such as user and robot speeds, speed 
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limitations, and obstacle avoidance. 
Reinforcement learning (RL) is regarded as learning 

through direct experimentation [7], [8]. It does not assume the 
existence of a teacher providing training examples. Instead, 
teaching derives from experience. The learner acts on the 
process to receive signals (reinforcements) from it, 
indications about how well it is performing the required task. 
These signals are usually associated with some dramatic 
condition - e.g., accomplishing a subtask (reward) or 
complete failure (punishment). The learning agent learns the 
associations between observed states and chosen actions that 
lead to rewards or punishments, i.e., it learns how to assign 
credit to past actions and states by correctly estimating costs 
associated with these events [9]. 

In [10], a collaborative process enabling a robotic learner 
to acquire concepts and skills from human examples is 
presented. During the teaching process, the robot must 
perform tasks based on human instructions. The robot 
executes its tasks by incorporating feedback until its 
hypothesis space is converged. Using a Q -learning approach, 
the robot learns a button pushing task. In [11], a variable 
autonomy approach is used. User commands serve as training 
inputs for the robot learning component, which optimizes the 
autonomous control for its task. This is achieved by 
employing user commands for modifying the robot’s reward 
function. Using the potential of learning from reinforcement 
and human rewards illustrates the changes in user reward and 
Q -value functions accordingly [12], [13]. The task was to 
learn to optimally navigate to a specific target in a 
two-dimensional world with obstacles.  

)(λQ -learning requires no human intervention; the agent is 
placed in an unknown environment and explores it 
independently with the objective of finding an optimal policy. 
A disadvantage of this approach is the large amount of 
required interaction with the environment until an effective 
policy is determined. One example for alleviating this 
problem includes guiding an agent using rules suggesting 
trajectories of successful runs through the environment [14], 
[15]. [15] suggest a RL-based framework denoted as 
“relocation”. At any time during training an agent can request 
to be placed in any state of the environment. The “relocation” 
approach assumes a cost per relocation, and seeks to limit the 
number of relocations. The approach requires minimal human 
involvement and consists of two agent conditions: (i)  “in 
trouble” - taking actions that turn out to be a poor choice, 
even though it learns from the negative experience, would 
cause to a waste of time-steps in a part of the state-space that 
is unlikely to be visited during optimal behavior, and (ii) 
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“bored” - if the Q -values are updated by tiny amounts, the 
agent is not learning anything new in the current part of the 
environment. In this condition it is forced to relocate with 
greatest probability when updating a particular Q -value does 
not change it. 

 [16] present a cooperative RL algorithm of multi-agent 
systems denoted as the “leader-following Q -learning 
algorithm.” The algorithm is based on a Markov or stochastic 
game, in which there are multiple stages and each stage is a 
static Stackelberg game. [17], investigates the problem of 
multiple RL agents attempting to learn the value function of a 
particular task in parallel for the n-armed bandit task. A 
parallel reinforcement learning solution is suggested to 
overcome the problem of statistic overwhelming by an 
agent’s information that is correspondingly has a larger 
accumulated experience than the other agents. Experiments 
on a group of four foraging mobile robots learning to map 
robots’ conditions to behaviors was conducted by Matarić 
[18]. The learning algorithm of the robots consists of reward 
functions that combine individual conditions of a robot (such 
as, “grasped a puck”, “dropped puck away from home”) and 
collaborative conditions; how close the robots are to each 
other. Individually, each robot learns to select the behavior 
with the highest value for each condition, to find and take 
home the most pucks. Evaluation of groups of three and four 
robots found that interference was a detriment; in general, the 
more robots were learning at the same time, the longer it took 
for each individual to converge. Additionally, [18] found that 
while measuring the “percent of the correct policy the robots 
learned in 15 minutes, averaged over twenty trials,” the use of 
heterogeneous reward functions results in better performance 
but also suffers from the credit assignment problem. 

The usual method for bomb squad personnel is to blow up a 
suspicious bag and any explosives contained therein. 
However, if the bag contains chemical, biological or 
radiological canisters, this method can lead to disastrous 
results. Furthermore, the “blow-up” method also destroys 
important clues such as fingerprints, type of explosive, 
detonators and other signatures of use in subsequent forensic 
analysis. Learning the extraction of a bag contents by a robot 
acquiring knowledge from human advice is the subject 
addressed here. The learning task described in this paper is to 
observe the position of a plastic bag located on a platform, 
grasp it with a robot manipulator and shake out its contents on 
a collection container in minimum time. 

Although Q -learning and its variation )(λQ  have been 
used in many robotic fields (e.g., [19]-[24]), accelerating the 
learning process is important. This paper presents a new 
algorithm, referred to as )(λCQ , that accelerates learning. 
The )(λCQ algorithm is a collaborative algorithm that 
integrates the experience of several agents. In this paper, we 
describe experiments of applying the )(λCQ  algorithm on a 
system that integrates two agents - a  robot and a human 
working cooperatively to achieve a common goal. The system 

has no a priori knowledge regarding to efficient lifting and 
shaking policies of the bag and it learns this knowledge from 
experience and from human guidance. Although other 
alternatives are available for solving the proposed security 
problem, such as cutting open the bag, or sliding out the 
inspected objects, the application was selected to serve as a 
test-bed for testing the )(λCQ  algorithm. Section II presents 
the new )(λCQ  algorithm. The test-bed learning application 
is described in section III followed by experimental results in 
section IV. Concluding remarks follow in section V. 

II. )(λCQ  -LEARNING  

A. )(λCQ  -Learning for Multiple Agents 

The basic assumption in reinforcement learning studies is 
that any state 1+ts  made by the agent must be a function only 

of its last state and action: ),(1 ttt asfs =+  where Sst ∈  and 

Aat ∈  are the state and time at step t , respectively [9]. In 
Q -learning, the system estimates the optimal action-value 
function directly and then uses it to derive a control policy 
using the local greedy strategy [25]. It is stated in [23] that 
“ Q -learning can learn a policy without any prior knowledge 
of the reward structure or a transition model. Q -learning is 
thus referred to as a model-free approach.” It does not require 
mapping from actions to states and it can calculate the Q  
values directly from the elementary rewards observed. Q  is 
the system’s estimate of the optimal action-value function 
[26]. It is based on the action value measurement ),( tt asQ , 
defined in (1): 
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which represents the expected discounted cost for taking 
action ta  when visiting state ts  and following an optimal 
policy thereafter. From this definition and as a consequence 
of Bellman’s optimality principle [27], (2) is derived: 
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The essence of Q -learning is that these characteristics 
(maximum operator inside the expectation term and policy 
independence) allow an iterative process for calculating an 
optimal action. The first step of the algorithm is to initialize 
the system’s action-value function, Q . Since no prior 
knowledge is available, the initial values can be arbitrary 
(e.g., uniformly zero). Next, the system’s initial control 
policy, P , is established. This is achieved by assigning to P  
the action that locally maximizes the action-value. At 
time-step t , the agent visits state Sst ∈  and selects an action 
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Aat ∈ , receives from the process the reinforcement 

Rasr tt ∈),(  and observes the next state 1+ts . Then it updates 

the action value ),( tt asQ  according to (3) which describes a 
Q -learning one step: 
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where )],([max)(ˆ
11 tttttt asQAasV ++ ∈=  is the current 

estimate of the optimal expected cost )( 1
*

+tsV  and α  is the 
learning rate which controls how much weight is given to the 
reward just experienced, as opposed to the old Q  estimate. 
The process repeats until a stopping criterion is met (e.g., 
robot emptied the bag from contents). The greedy action 

)],([maxarg)(ˆ
11 tttttt asQAasV ++ ∈=  is the best the agent 

performs when in state ts . For the initial stages of the 
learning process, however, it uses randomized actions that 
encourage exploration of the state-space. Under some 
reasonable conditions [28] this is guaranteed to converge to 
the optimal Q -function [26]. 

A generalization of Q -learning, represented by )(λQ  

[25], [29] uses eligibility traces, ),( tt ase : the one-step 
Q -learning is a particular case with 0=λ  [30]. The 
Q -learning algorithm learns quite slowly because only one 
time-step is traced for each action [10]. To boost learning 
convergence, a multi-step tracing mechanism, the eligibility 
trace, is used in which the Q  values of a sequence of actions 
can be updated simultaneously according to the respective 
lengths of the eligibility traces [19]. 

“The convergence of )(λQ  is not assured anymore for 
0>λ , but experience shows that learning is faster” [30]. 

Several action selection policies are described in the literature 
where the greedy policy (e.g., [31]) is to choose the best 
action. Other policies (e.g., “softmax” or “ε-greedy” [32]) are 
stochastic, and based on choosing a suboptimal policy to 
explore the state-action space. 

The proposed )(λCQ  learning algorithm (Fig. 1) has the 
objective to accelerate learning in a system composed of 
several similar learning processes. Differently from [18], 
where the learning algorithms of multiple robots consist of 
reward functions that combine individual conditions of a 
robot, the )(λCQ  learning algorithm is based on a 
state-action value of an agent or learning process updated 
according to the maximal value within all other state-action 
values existing in the learning system (4); collaboration is in 
taking the maximum of action values, i.e., the Q -value, 
across all learners at each update step [33]. Similar to the 
“leader-following Q -learning algorithm” in the joint policy 
approach described in [16], the )(λCQ  learning algorithm 
enables collaboration of knowledge between several agents 

(the human and the robot). Unlike [12] and [13], the )(λCQ  
algorithm does not allow human rewards inserted directly to 
its Q -value functions. )(λCQ  rewards are achieved by 
interaction of  learning agents with the environment. 
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In (4) 
ti

δ  is the temporal difference error that specifies how 

different the new value is from the old prediction and 
),(

tt iii ase  is the eligibility trace that specifies how much a 

state-action pair should be updated at each time-step. When a 
state-action pair is first visited, its eligibility is set to one. 
Then at each subsequent time-step it is reduced by a factor 
γλ . When it is subsequently visited, its eligibility trace is 
increased by one [34]. 

B. )(λCQ  -Learning for Human-Robot Systems 

When only two learning agents are involved such as a 
robot and human (Fig. 2), the robot learning function acquires 
state-action values achieved from policies suggested by a 
human operator (HO). In this case, robot learning 
performance measure is defined as Λ , a minimum acceptable 
performance threshold in which above the human is called. 
The measure Λ  is compared with the average number of 
rewarded policies, aveL , over the  last  N    recent learning 
trials considered (5): 
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where t  is the current learning trial, 
tNtNtNti ,...2,1, +−+−−= , and }1,0{∈iN  notifies 

whether a policy was successful ( 1=iN - at least one item 

fell from the bag) or failed ( 0=iN  - no items fell from the 
bag) for the ith trial. Based on this learning performance 
threshold, the robot switches between fully autonomous 
operation and the integration of human commands. 

 Two levels of collaboration are defined: (i) autonomous - 
the robot decides which actions to take, acting autonomously 

 
 
Fig. 1.  )(λCQ -learning algorithm 
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 Fig. 3. Example of learning performances 

 according to its )(λQ  learning function, and (ii) 
semi-autonomous - HO suggests actions remotely and the 
robot combines this knowledge, i.e., )(λCQ -learning is being  
performed. Human-robot collaboration is unnecessary as 
long as the robot learns policies autonomously, and adapts to 
new states. The HO is required to intervene and suggest 
alternative shaking parameters for shaking policies if the 
robot reports that its learning performance is low (6). 
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The robot learning performance threshold, Λ , a pre-defined 
minimum acceptable performance measure in which above 
the human is called is compared with aveL  , the average 
number of rewarded policies over the  last  N    recent 
learning policies performed, i.e., robot switches its learning 
level from autonomous (self-shaking performing) to 
semi-autonomous (acquiring human knowledge) based on its 
learning performance (see example in Fig. 3). 

III. COLLABORATIVE LEARNING EXPERIMENT 

A. Task Definition 
The system is defined by ],,[ EOR=∑  where R  is a robot, O  

an object, and E  an environment contains a platform on 
which the inspected bag is manipulated. T  is a task 
performed on O , using R , within the environment E . For the 
task of emptying the contents of a suspicious plastic bag, 
learning task, T , is to observe the position of the bag, located 
on a platform, grasp it with a robot manipulator and shake out 
its contents in minimum time. It is assumed that the number of 
items in the bag is known in advance. 

Robot states denoted as Sst ∈  (Table I) are its gripper 
location in a three-dimensional grid (Fig. 4). The 
performance of the task T  is a function of a set of actions, 

Aat ∈ , for each physical state of ∑ . 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Fig. 2.  Robot and a human operator )(λCQ -learning 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

TABLE I 
STATES DESCRIPTION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL GRID 

State(s) Description Number 
of states 

tCenters )(  state center 1 

tXs )3( − , tXs )2( − , tXs )1( − , 

tXs )1( + , tXs )2( + , tXs )3( +  

states where the robot can 
move over its X axis 

6 

tYs )3( − , tYs )2( − , tYs )1( − , 

tYs )1( + , tYs )2( + , tYs )3( +  

states where the robot can 
move over its Y axis 

6 

tZs )3( − , tZs )2( − , tZs )1( − , 

tZs )1( + , tZs )2( + , tZs )3( +  

states where the robot can 
move over its Z axis 

6 
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(a) Robot and inspection surface (b) Plastic bag and cubes 
 
Fig. 5. Experimental setup 

 
 
Fig. 6. Human interface

 

 
 
An action, ta , consists of a robot movement over its X  , 

Y  or Z  axes. The robot starts a shaking policy from the 
tCenters )(  state. From 

tCenters )(  it can move to any of the other 18 
states. The distance (denoted as “the amplitude”) between any 
two close states is set a priori to performing a shaking policy 
(e.g., distances between tZs )3( −  and tZs )2( −  or between 

tCenters )(  
and tZs )1( +  are 30 mm). From a robot state other than 

tCenters )( , 
an action performed by the robot is limited to be performed 
symmetrically or the robot can move back to 

tCenters )(  (e.g., 
from state tXs )2( −  the robot can move only to 

tCenters )(  or to 

tXs )2( +
). In addition to the dependency of an action on the 

predefined amplitude, two speed values are defined, (1000 
and 1500 mm / s). This doubles the number of possible 
actions the robot can take resulting in 108 possible actions. 

Let a policy P  be a set of 100 state-action pairs, },{ tt as  and 
the performance measure be )( iPZ . Performance measure, 

)( iPZ  }2,1{∈i , includes: (i) )( 1PZ  - average time to complete 
(or partially complete) emptying the contents of a bag, and 
(ii) )( 2PZ  - human intervention rate, i.e., a measure that 
represents the percentage of human interventions out of the 
total number of learning trails. Human operator (HO) 
collaboration is triggered when robot learning is slow. )( 2PZ  
summarizes HO collaboration (the lower it is, and the more 
autonomous the robot is). 

Robot learning experience is achieved through direct 
experience with the environment according to rewards based 
on the number of items fell from a bag after performing a 
shaking policy. Its value is linearly depends on the number of 
falling items; the robot gets a numerical value of 20 for every 
item fell. If no items fall, the robot is “punished” by getting no 
reward. 

Experimental setup contains a Motoman UP-6 fixed-arm 
robot overheads an inspection surface (Fig. 5a). A dedicated 
gripper was designed enabling a smooth slipping for grasping 
a bag. At the beginning of each learning trial performed, the 

robot grasps and lifts a bag containing five wooden cubes 
(Fig. 5b), then it performs a shaking policy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The UP-6 robot has no a priori knowledge in its initial 

learning stages; thus, in addition to interacting with the 
environment and getting rewards / punishments, policy 
adjustments are provided by the HO through an interface 
(Fig. 6). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The interface views and controls consists of: (i) real-time 

visual feedback captured from a web-camera located over the 
robotic scene; (ii) system learning performance reporting; 
(iii) system  mode reporting -  autonomous or 
semi-autonomous, and (iv) human decision making control - 
when asked to intervene, the HO can determine robot  
shaking amplitude and speeds. The robot learning function 
acquires the suggested parameters and performs a new 
shaking policy. 

 
B. Experiments 

Two experiments were performed. In the first experiment 
)(λCQ -learning is employed. 75 learning trials were 

separated into three stages: (i) training - during the first ten 
runs the robot performs shaking policies autonomously. The 
initial shaking parameters were set to amplitude of 30 mm, 
and to speeds of 1000 and 1500 mm / s; (ii) collaboration - in 
this stage consists of 40 shaking policies human intervention 
triggering was allowed, based on the system learning 
performance. In this stage the human can adjust shaking 

 

 
 
 Fig. 4. Robot state-space 
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policies parameters at the range of 10 to 50 mm for the 
amplitude and speeds in the range of 100 to 1500 mm / s, and 
(iii) testing - for measuring the efficiency of the human 
collaboration, the robot performed 25 policies using the 
original shaking parameters defined in the training stage. No 
human intervention was allowed in stages (i) and (iii). 

To compare the )(λCQ  with the )(λQ -learning algorithm, 
a second experiment was set. The experiment consisted of 25 
learning trials where the system learned according to the 
standard )(λQ -learning algorithm with no human 
intervention. 

For both experiments, the first trial consists of a random 
shaking policy over its X  , Y  or Z  axes. The system 
acquired rewards achieved by interaction with the 
environment while 9.0=γ , 5.0=λ , and 05.0=α were set. 
To balance between exploration and exploitation (e.g., [35]), 
ε -greedy action selection with 1.0=ε was used. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
For the first experiment, results of measuring )( 1PZ , the 

average time to complete (or partially complete) emptying the 
contents of a bag for the training stage was 15.62 s (STD: 
2.41). For the collaboration stage, the average )( 1PZ  was 
measured as 10.46 (STD: 11.82). At the testing stage, where 
the same shaking parameters as in the training stage were set, 
i.e., amplitude of 30 mm, and speeds of 1000 and 1500 mm / 
s, average )( 1PZ  was measured as 12.55 (STD: 3.99). 

From a reward perspective, ranging at the scale of 0 to 100, 
at the training stage, in which only four out of the ten policies 
revealed positive rewards, the average reward achieved was 
32 (STD: 47.33). At the collaboration stage, the average 
reward was 94.5 (STD: 22.18), and for the testing stage the 
average reward achieved was 93.6 (STD: 21.8). 

Human intervention rate, )( 2PZ , measured during the 
collaboration mode was 32.5% whereas all system requests 
for collaboration occurred continuously during the first runs 
on this stage. 

A significant improvement for the collaboration stage was 
achieved in comparison with the training stage while 
measuring )( 1PZ  (33% with high average reward of 94.5). 
Importantly, at the testing stage where the robot functioned 
autonomously, with no human intervention, an improvement 
of 20% was achieved with high average reward of 93.6. 

For the second experiment, the average result of measuring 
)( 1PZ  was 11.17 s (STD: 3.17) and the average reward 

achieved was 50.4 (STD: 48.69). 
While comparing the results achieved at the first 

experiment ( )(λCQ -learning) with the second experiment 
( )(λQ -learning) over 25 learning trials, indicated no 
significant difference in )( 1PZ , whereas for the 

)(λCQ -learning, an improvement of 21.25% in the average 
reward was achieved. 

Intuitionally, vertical shaking would be best, but 

experiments determine that policies of shaking most of the 
time over the Y  axis (Fig. 4) with small number of actions 
over the X  axis were the most effective. This policy caused 
the bag sometimes to become entangled, also due to the fact 
that most of the plastic bag weight is concentrated most of the 
time in one place. Possible explanation might be the type of 
the plastic bag knot; pulling it side ways makes it lose faster. 
Further, hypothetically, if a human would require shaking the 
bag, it could have seen visually the servo feedback to 
determine the optimal time to pull it up in a horizontal 
strategy, an ability that a robot does not have. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed RL-based human-robot learning 

collaboration decision-making method is targeted for a 
complex system. The robot makes a decision whether to learn 
the task autonomously or ask for human intervention. The 
approach is aimed to integrate user instructions into an 
adaptive and flexible control framework and to adjust control 
policies on-line. To achieve this, user commands at different 
levels of abstraction are integrated into an autonomous 
learning system. Based on its learning performance, the robot 
switches between fully autonomous operation and the 
integration of human commands. 

The )(λCQ  learning algorithm, accelerates learning in 
systems composed of several learning agents or systems 
designed for human-robot interaction overcoming the main 
criticism of the reinforcement learning approach, i.e., long 
training periods. 

Future work will include the design and implementation of 
an extended collaboration that include human intervention 
using refined or rough intervention policies, robot autonomy, 
and pure human control. Additionally, robot autonomy will 
be expanded. One approach might be to provide an external 
support resource such as another robot for assisting opening a 
bag in the grasping stage. 
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